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  Your Family Tree Garland Evans Hopkins,1949
  WRITING YOUR FAMILY HISTORY Deborah Cass,2012-08-01 Ever wished to see your family history in print, or imagined future generations poring over old photographs and
anecdotes in a book? Writing Your Family History helps family historians realize the full potential of the names, dates and facts that they have researched to compile
a detailed family history that will be preserved for future generations. Topics covered include: Exploring sources for material; Gathering information; Recording
family anecdotes; Making use of limited material; Using local and social history; Studying family dynamics; Planning your story; How to begin your story; Presenting
and publishing your story.
  Genealogy Software Guide Marthe Arends,1998 This is a much-needed guide to genealogy software. Along with a variety of other useful features it comprises reviews of
the major software programs, including commercial & shareware software as well as utilities. We are all painfully aware of the fact that genealogy software changes
rapidly, & indeed over the last few years countless genealogy programs have been orphaned with outdated interfaces, inadequate features, & little or no author
support, so for this reason the book concentrates solely on software that is current & is still supported by the author or publisher. In addition, new versions of
existing software & frequently released updates result in a quagmire of options & choices, so a guide such as this is not only essential for the computer genealogist,
it is absolutely indispensable. Bearing in mind some concerns that might be paramount to the reader, the author tackles a number of frequently asked questions before
launching into her software reviews, answering such key questions as the following: Why use genealogy software? What equipment do I need? How do I choose & evaluate a
program? What are the different types of software available to me? And where can I buy this software? With such questions authoritatively addressed, the author goes
on to list each program's major features; but rather than a mere litany of details, functions, & common characteristics, she tries to provide a sense of what the
program actually feels like, providing over eighty sample reports & screen shots of the major genealogy programs & software utilities. In this context it is important
to note that only IBM compatible software is reviewed here; Macintosh & other platforms, however, are listed & briefly described.
  The Abridged Compendium of American Genealogy Frederick Adams Virkus,Albert Nelson Marquis,1925
  Home Computer Buying Guide 2002 Consumer Reports (Firm),2001-09 Whether readers are looking to purchase a new computer or upgrade current systems, this guide can
help make the right choice for both needs and budgets. It covers printers, monitors, hard drives, modems and more.
  Everton's Genealogical Helper ,1995
  Your Official America Online® Guide to Genealogy Online Matthew Helm,April Leigh Helm,2002-02
  The Governor and the Colonel Don Carleton,2020-12-11 William P. “Will” Hobby Sr. and Oveta Culp Hobby were one of the most influential couples in Texas history.
Both were major public figures, with Will serving as governor of Texas and Oveta as the first commander of the Women’s Army Corps and later as the second woman to
serve in a presidential cabinet. Together, they built a pioneering media empire centered on the Houston Post and their broadcast properties, and they played a
significant role in the transformation of Houston into the fourth largest city in the United States. Don Carleton’s dual biography details their personal and
professional relationship—defined by a shared dedication to public service—and the important roles they each played in local, state, and national events throughout
the twentieth century. This deeply researched book not only details this historically significant partnership, but also explores the close relationships between the
Hobbys and key figures in twentieth-century history, from Texas legends such as LBJ, Sam Rayburn, and Jesse Jones, to national icons, including the Roosevelts,
President Eisenhower, and the Rockefellers. Carleton's chronicle reveals the undeniable impact of the Hobbys on journalistic and political history in the United
States.
  National Genealogical Society Quarterly ,1957
  The Rundle, Rundel, Randle, Randol, Randall, Rundall, Rundell, Runnell Ancestry of Long Island and Greenwich, 1667-1992 ,1991 William Rundle, Sr., may have been the
son of John Randoll and Ann Goldstone, whose son William was born in 1646, in England. William Rundle arrived in America before 1667, settling in Long Island. He
married Hannah Edwards, a daughter of William Edwards and Anna Cole, in 1670. She died before 1674, and in 1675 he married Abigail Mills, a daughter of Samuel Mills
and Susannah Palmer. They had eight children; the first may have been the son of Hannah. Descendants live throughout the United States.
  The Vanderbilts Jerry E. Patterson,1989-09 Nearly 250 pictures reveal the striking personalities of this extraordinary family and the glittering interiors in which
they led their fabled lives.
  Pensionless Emily Brandon,2016-04 Provides tips on using a variety of sources, including Social Security, Medicare, and 401(k)s, to build a retirement income--
  The Jaquith Family in America George Oakes Jaquith,Georgetta Jaquith Walker,1982
  Art's Anglo-American Paper Lion Richard J. Alperin,1993 John McLure and Clara maintained a home in Philadelphia, but also lived in London, Glasgow, Scotland;
Jamaica, and traveled extensively.
  The Genealogical Helper ,1997
  Who's who in the Central States ,1929 A business, professional and social record of men and women of schievement in the central states.
  Free and Low-cost Software for Scientists and Engineers Harley Bjelland,1994 This book sifts through the mountain of free and low-cost software and distills it into
a compendium of the top recommended programs. Each chapter is devoted to one specific type of software. Readers can use the author's convenient, step-by-step
evaluation procedures to assess additional software on their own. Disk contains sample programs.
  Who's who in the South ,1927
  People's Yellow Pages ,1988
  Dear Boys Keith Frazier Somerville,1991 Collected letters from Mrs. Keith Frazier Somerville's Dear Boys column published in the Bolivar Commercial (Cleveland,
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Mississippi) newspaper during the final years of World War II

If you ally need such a referred Home Hobbygenealogy117 book that will present you worth, acquire the definitely best seller from us currently from several preferred
authors. If you want to witty books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are also launched, from best seller to one of the most current
released.

You may not be perplexed to enjoy all books collections Home Hobbygenealogy117 that we will completely offer. It is not nearly the costs. Its not quite what you need
currently. This Home Hobbygenealogy117, as one of the most functioning sellers here will utterly be in the middle of the best options to review.
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Home Hobbygenealogy117 Introduction

In the digital age, access to information has become easier than ever before. The
ability to download Home Hobbygenealogy117 has revolutionized the way we consume
written content. Whether you are a student looking for course material, an avid
reader searching for your next favorite book, or a professional seeking research
papers, the option to download Home Hobbygenealogy117 has opened up a world of
possibilities. Downloading Home Hobbygenealogy117 provides numerous advantages
over physical copies of books and documents. Firstly, it is incredibly convenient.
Gone are the days of carrying around heavy textbooks or bulky folders filled with
papers. With the click of a button, you can gain immediate access to valuable
resources on any device. This convenience allows for efficient studying,
researching, and reading on the go. Moreover, the cost-effective nature of
downloading Home Hobbygenealogy117 has democratized knowledge. Traditional books
and academic journals can be expensive, making it difficult for individuals with
limited financial resources to access information. By offering free PDF downloads,
publishers and authors are enabling a wider audience to benefit from their work.
This inclusivity promotes equal opportunities for learning and personal growth.
There are numerous websites and platforms where individuals can download Home
Hobbygenealogy117. These websites range from academic databases offering research
papers and journals to online libraries with an expansive collection of books from
various genres. Many authors and publishers also upload their work to specific
websites, granting readers access to their content without any charge. These
platforms not only provide access to existing literature but also serve as an
excellent platform for undiscovered authors to share their work with the world.
However, it is essential to be cautious while downloading Home Hobbygenealogy117.
Some websites may offer pirated or illegally obtained copies of copyrighted
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material. Engaging in such activities not only violates copyright laws but also
undermines the efforts of authors, publishers, and researchers. To ensure ethical
downloading, it is advisable to utilize reputable websites that prioritize the
legal distribution of content. When downloading Home Hobbygenealogy117, users
should also consider the potential security risks associated with online
platforms. Malicious actors may exploit vulnerabilities in unprotected websites to
distribute malware or steal personal information. To protect themselves,
individuals should ensure their devices have reliable antivirus software installed
and validate the legitimacy of the websites they are downloading from. In
conclusion, the ability to download Home Hobbygenealogy117 has transformed the way
we access information. With the convenience, cost-effectiveness, and accessibility
it offers, free PDF downloads have become a popular choice for students,
researchers, and book lovers worldwide. However, it is crucial to engage in
ethical downloading practices and prioritize personal security when utilizing
online platforms. By doing so, individuals can make the most of the vast array of
free PDF resources available and embark on a journey of continuous learning and
intellectual growth.

FAQs About Home Hobbygenealogy117 Books

How do I know which eBook platform is the best for me? Finding the best eBook
platform depends on your reading preferences and device compatibility. Research
different platforms, read user reviews, and explore their features before making a
choice. Are free eBooks of good quality? Yes, many reputable platforms offer high-
quality free eBooks, including classics and public domain works. However, make
sure to verify the source to ensure the eBook credibility. Can I read eBooks
without an eReader? Absolutely! Most eBook platforms offer webbased readers or
mobile apps that allow you to read eBooks on your computer, tablet, or smartphone.
How do I avoid digital eye strain while reading eBooks? To prevent digital eye
strain, take regular breaks, adjust the font size and background color, and ensure
proper lighting while reading eBooks. What the advantage of interactive eBooks?
Interactive eBooks incorporate multimedia elements, quizzes, and activities,
enhancing the reader engagement and providing a more immersive learning
experience. Home Hobbygenealogy117 is one of the best book in our library for free
trial. We provide copy of Home Hobbygenealogy117 in digital format, so the
resources that you find are reliable. There are also many Ebooks of related with
Home Hobbygenealogy117. Where to download Home Hobbygenealogy117 online for free?
Are you looking for Home Hobbygenealogy117 PDF? This is definitely going to save
you time and cash in something you should think about. If you trying to find then
search around for online. Without a doubt there are numerous these available and
many of them have the freedom. However without doubt you receive whatever you
purchase. An alternate way to get ideas is always to check another Home
Hobbygenealogy117. This method for see exactly what may be included and adopt
these ideas to your book. This site will almost certainly help you save time and
effort, money and stress. If you are looking for free books then you really should
consider finding to assist you try this. Several of Home Hobbygenealogy117 are for
sale to free while some are payable. If you arent sure if the books you would like
to download works with for usage along with your computer, it is possible to
download free trials. The free guides make it easy for someone to free access

online library for download books to your device. You can get free download on
free trial for lots of books categories. Our library is the biggest of these that
have literally hundreds of thousands of different products categories represented.
You will also see that there are specific sites catered to different product types
or categories, brands or niches related with Home Hobbygenealogy117. So depending
on what exactly you are searching, you will be able to choose e books to suit your
own need. Need to access completely for Campbell Biology Seventh Edition book?
Access Ebook without any digging. And by having access to our ebook online or by
storing it on your computer, you have convenient answers with Home
Hobbygenealogy117 To get started finding Home Hobbygenealogy117, you are right to
find our website which has a comprehensive collection of books online. Our library
is the biggest of these that have literally hundreds of thousands of different
products represented. You will also see that there are specific sites catered to
different categories or niches related with Home Hobbygenealogy117 So depending on
what exactly you are searching, you will be able tochoose ebook to suit your own
need. Thank you for reading Home Hobbygenealogy117. Maybe you have knowledge that,
people have search numerous times for their favorite readings like this Home
Hobbygenealogy117, but end up in harmful downloads. Rather than reading a good
book with a cup of coffee in the afternoon, instead they juggled with some harmful
bugs inside their laptop. Home Hobbygenealogy117 is available in our book
collection an online access to it is set as public so you can download it
instantly. Our digital library spans in multiple locations, allowing you to get
the most less latency time to download any of our books like this one. Merely
said, Home Hobbygenealogy117 is universally compatible with any devices to read.
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solutions manual lamarsh baratta free download borrow and - Oct 05 2023
web jun 15 2022   handwritten solutions manual of introduction to nuclear
engineering by john r lamarsh handwritten solutions manual of introduction to
nuclear engineering by john r lamarsh 2022 06 15 04 34 47 identifier solutions
manual lamarsh baratta identifier ark ark 13960 s29wx1s1pvf ocr tesseract 5 1 0 1
ge935
introduction to nuclear engineering 3rd edition lamarsh solutions - Mar 30 2023
web mar 8 2023   introduction to systematic instructional design for traditional
online and blended environments 1st march 8 2023 introduction to nuclear
engineering 3rd edition lamarsh solutions manual full
introduction to nuclear engineering lamarsh 4th edition pdf - Apr 30 2023
web the introduction to nuclear engineering lamarsh 4th edition pdf includes new
discussions on lead alloy and gas coolants metal fuel the use of reactors to
consume radioactive waste and accelerator driven subcritical systems includes
discussions of new reactor types including the ap600 abwr and sbwr as well as an
extensive section on
pdf introduction to nuclear engineering lamarsh 3rd edition - Jan 28 2023
web nifenecker herve this paper is an introduction to the physics of accelerator
driven subcritical reactors adsr and some technologies associated with them the
basic neutronics is presented with a specific discussion of modifications with
respect to that of critical reactors the fuel evolution in adsr s is discussed
including the
pdf solution manual for introduction to nuclear engineering 3rd - Jun 01 2023
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web solution manual for introduction to nuclear engineering 3rd edition john r
lamarsh anthony j baratta sample
solutions introduction to nuclear engineering third edition john r lamarsh - Aug
03 2023
web solutions introduction to nuclear engineering third edition john r lamarsh
reference solution unist ne chapter atomic and nuclear physics when h2 gas is
formed solutions introduction to nuclear engineering third edition john r lamarsh
university king abdulaziz university course introduction to nuclear eng مقدمة في
introduction to nuclear engineering lamarsh solutions full pdf - Dec 27 2022
web introduction to nuclear engineering john r lamarsh 2017 01 09 for junior and
senior level courses in nuclear engineering applying nuclear engineering
essentials to the modern world introduction to nuclear engineering 4th edition
reflects changes in the industry since the 2001 publication of its predecessor
pdf introduction to nuclear engineering lamarsh - Feb 26 2023
web in keeping with the original intent of john lamarsh every attempt is made to
retain his style and approach to nuclear engineering education since the last
edition however considerable changes have occurred in the industry the changes
include the development of advanced plant designs the signifcant scale back in
plant construction the
introduction to nuclear engineering solution manual - Sep 04 2023
web may 31 2022   this is the solution manual of introduction to nuclear
engineering by john r lamarsh this is the solution manual of introduction to
nuclear engineering by john r lamarsh addeddate 2022 05 31 17 36 25 identifier
solutions introduction to nuclear engineering third edition john r lamarsh
identifier ark ark 13960 s2v1j0h4k5g ocr
introduction to pennsylvania state university - Jul 02 2023
web this revision is derived from personal experiences in teaching introductory
and advanced level nuclear engineering courses at the undergraduate level in
keeping with the original intent of john lamarsh every attempt is made to retain
his style and approach to nuclear engineering education since the last edition
however
the dean vaughn learning system applied to medical terminology - Feb 06 2023
web the dean vaughn learning system applied to medical terminology 350 by vaughn
dean e publication date 1983 topics medicine terminology publisher westwood mass
damon instructional systems division
lesson 12 from dean vaughn medical terminology cram com - Dec 04 2022
web study flashcards on lesson 12 from dean vaughn medical terminology at cram com
quickly memorize the terms phrases and much more cram com makes it easy to get the
grade you want
medical terminology 350 dvd course dean vaughn - Jun 10 2023
web medical terminology 350 course highlights designed to teach the 350 must know
greek and latin elements of medical terminology learn medical suffixes prefixes
roots and combining forms that combine to form 11 000 medicals terms modular in
design providing flexibility to teach lessons independently
lesson 11 medical terminology practice lesson 11 dean vaughn - Apr 27 2022
web lesson 11 dean vaughn medical terminology 1 thromb 2 ab 3 plegia 4 ante 5 thel
6 ex 7 lien 8 tumor 9 vestibule 10 puer 11 sarc 12 prolix 13 macro 14 lal 15 intra
16 inter 17 infra 18 cryo 19 mal 20 glom 21 tens 22 spas 23 somni 8 myospasmia is
a condition characterized by uncontrollable
lesson 12 medical terminology practice lesson 12 dean vaughn - Jul 31 2022
web lesson 12 dean vaughn medical terminology 1 arter 2 appendic 3 thyro 4 spleen

5 ovario 6 adreno 7 basi 8 pelvi 9 vena 10 urethr 11 utero 12 sacro 13 pharyng 14
duodeno 15 ureter 16 laryng 17 bronch 18 col 19 esophag 20 bi 21 tri 22 ile 23 ili
7 the term hyperthyroidism indicates a condition of having
medical terminology dv lesson 2 flashcards quizlet - Apr 08 2023
web dean vaughn learning system lesson 2 learn with flashcards games and more for
free
medical terminology 350 learning guide archive org - Nov 03 2022
web may 2 2022   guide to accompany the 14 vol video set on learning and
remembering medical terms the dean vaughn total retention system access restricted
item true addeddate 2022 05 02 17 07 51 associated names vaughn dean e dcm
instructional systems autocrop version 0 0 12 books 20220331 0 2 boxid ia40462616
medical terminology lesson 10 flashcards quizlet - Jan 05 2023
web dean vaughn medical terminology 350 second edition learn with flashcards games
and more for free
lesson 7 elements and activities lesson 7 dean vaughn medical - Jun 29 2022
web lesson 7 elements and activities lesson 7 dean vaughn medical terminology 1
helio 2 astr 3 studocu skip to document add your university or school ask ai on
studocu you find all the lecture notes summaries and study guides you need to pass
your exams with better grades
dean vaughn medical terminology lesson 11 cram com - Oct 02 2022
web 25 cards in this set study flashcards on dean vaughn medical terminology
lesson 11 at cram com quickly memorize the terms phrases and much more cram com
makes it easy to get the grade you want
dean vaughn medical terminology 350 flashcards and study sets quizlet - Aug 12
2023
web learn dean vaughn medical terminology 350 with free interactive flashcards
choose from 211 different sets of dean vaughn medical terminology 350 flashcards
on quizlet
medical terminology lesson 2 flashcards quizlet - Feb 23 2022
web 1 25 flashcards learn test match created by insane4luv dean vaughn medical
terminology 350 second edition students also viewed medical terms lesson 3 teacher
25 terms jenny van9 preview medical terminology lesson 4 teacher 25 terms dbhealth
preview tuck 24 end vocab 5 terms maditil preview 11 terms grisell preview dean
dean vaughn - Jul 11 2023
web you ll only have to learn 275 flashcards to memorize 11 000 medical
termsunique picture flashcards help you memorize and pronounce complex greek and
latin terms check bold 275 fun picture medical terminology flashcards check bold
short videos with medical terminology lessons
medical terminology lesson 8 flashcards quizlet - May 09 2023
web dean vaughn medical terminology 350 second edition terms in this set 25 pneum
lung phage to eat phren mind corne horny plak plate iris rainbow kerat horny pulmo
lung ptyal saliva alveol cavity oophor
dean vaughn medical terminology for students youtube - Sep 13 2023
web nov 23 2016   learn more deanvaughn com collections products for school health
educationlearn the basic design of medical terminology and how to easily remember
pronounc
dean vaughn - May 29 2022
web available online or as a box set of 14 dvds check bold teaches anatomical
terminology direction and location as well as the names of all the major parts in
each body system check bold includes all 206 bones of the skeletal system trusted
by 3 million individuals at 12 000 schools businesses
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medical terminology lesson 1 flashcards quizlet - Mar 27 2022
web dean vaughn medical terminolgy 350 second edition learn with flashcards games
and more for free
medical terminology online course dean vaughn - Oct 14 2023
web identify the structure of medical terminology and recognize word suffixes
prefixes roots and combining forms understand that the meaning of most complex
medical terms is derived by analysis of simpler components or word parts includes
20 quizzes medical terminology flashcards and two practice tests
lesson 10 medical terminology practice lesson 10 dean vaughn - Sep 01 2022
web lesson 10 dean vaughn medical terminology 1 mechano 2 dynamo 3 osmo 4 traumat
5 trich 6 maxilla 7 an a 8 phak 9 pre 10 strict 11 turbin
medical terminology 350 dean vaughn google books - Mar 07 2023
web jun 30 2004   dean vaughn dcm instructional systems jun 30 2004 medical
sciences 292 pages teaches the student to easily remember pronounce and apply 350
prefixes roots and suffixes that combine to form over 11 000 medical terms in an
average participation time of only 14 hours without taking notes or doing homework
about bhel bharat heavy electricals limited - Apr 27 2022
web steam turbine gas turbine electric motor and vfd systems can be provided for
driving the compressors bhel can provide complete solution involving driver
compressor
bhel hyderabad product profile - Jul 31 2022
web sep 26 2017   1 of 28 bhel steam turbine manufacturing sep 26 2017 27 likes 6
779 views download now download to read offline engineering an internship
presentation
t steam turbine engineering bharat heavy electricals - Sep 01 2022
web product catalogue introduction bhel manufactures a complete line of heavy duty
industrial gas turbines for all utility and industry applications they are
installed in
bhel hyderabad product profile - Oct 14 2023
web bhel steam turbines cover the whole range of requirement from power captive
power utility drive cogeneration solar applications and combined cycle power
plants
bhel hyderabad product profile - Mar 27 2022
web jun 21 2022   baden switzerland 21 may 2022 ge steam power signed a 165m
contract with bhel for the supply of three nuclear steam turbines out of six units
for
introduction 1 industrial steam turbine bharat - Oct 02 2022
web i steam product turbine standardengineering page 03 of 04 i j f s 6 2 complete
general arrangement and cross sectional drawing of the heater
engineering india s power bharat heavy electricals limited - Jun 10 2023
web bhel has supplied and installed complete turbine island equipment for 12 out
of 18 phwrs that have been installed in the country accounting for 74 of india s
indigenous
bhel bags order for renovation and modernisation of steam - Feb 06 2023
web jan 20 2023   new delhi january 19 in the face of stiff competitive bidding
bharat heavy electricals limited bhel has won an order for the renovation
modernisation r m
technical feedback bhel pswr - May 29 2022
web products water management captive major power areas defence projects of
operation and other include industrial plants turbine supplies steam tr smission
and gas

a government of india undertaking bharat heavy electricals - May 09 2023
web selected partner s shall exclusively address the r m of lmz steam turbine with
bhel bhel partner s will jointly address the business opportunities for lmz steam
features of bhel supplied supercritical steam turbine - Sep 13 2023
web bhel supplied siemens design steam turbines are equipped with advance and
proven design features overload valve internal bypass cooling system in hp turbine
low
replacement of steam turbine mechanical - Oct 22 2021

ge ge steam power signed a 165 million contract for three - Feb 23 2022
web 210 mw steam turbine reaction design set kwu ip turbine retrofitting 210 mw
reaction turbine with improved t4 profile blading advantage improved performance
scope of
ge steam power signed a 165 million contract for three nuclear - Nov 03 2022
web as a corporate policy we at bhel always give the top most priority to our
customers customer service satisfaction and their delight is the most 1 industrial
steam
ge steam power signs 165 mn contract with bhel - Apr 08 2023
web jun 21 2022   ge steam power has signed a usd 165 million contract with bhel
for the supply of three nuclear steam turbines out of six units for npcil s
domestic nuclear
erection testing commissioning etc of steam turbine and - Nov 22 2021
web replacement of steam turbine mechanical governor by electronic governing
system and providing dcs control system for stg 3 12 5
bhel hyderabad about us bharat heavy electricals limited - Mar 07 2023
web bhel is the only manufacturer of nuclear steam turbines in the country the
only company associated with all three stages of india s nuclear power programme a
major supplier of
bhel steam turbine manufacturing ppt slideshare - Jun 29 2022
web turbine supervisory instrumentation system for 210 200 mw tg sets bhel 1 8 3
18 stt 018 storage preservation instruction for steam turbine generator and
auxiliaries
bhel steam turbines brochure pdf scribd - Dec 24 2021
web bhel house siri fort new delhi 110049 india cin l74899dl1964goi004281 note
content on this website is published and managed by bharat heavy electricals
limited
bharat heavy electricals limited - Jul 11 2023
web steam valves for 660 800 mw rating steam turbine sets 1 introduction the steam
turbine output is controlled by adjusting steam mass flow rate hy turbine
bharat heavy electricals limited wikipedia - Dec 04 2022
web may 21 2022   baden switzerland 21 may 2022 ge steam power signed a 165m
contract with bhel for the supply of three nuclear steam turbines out of six units
for
steam turbine generator official website of bharat heavy - Aug 12 2023
web document value rs 1040 date of notification 23 07 2009 11 07 00 am closing
date of sale from 11 08 2009 03 00 00 pm closing date of
bhel turbine manual pdf turbine applied and scribd - Jan 25 2022
web bhel steam turbines brochure uploaded by vsprobo steam turbines copyright all
rights reserved available formats download as pdf or read online from scribd flag
bhel hyderabad product profile bharat heavy electricals - Jan 05 2023
web two cylinder reheat steam turbines up to 200 mw energy efficient steam
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turbines for all industrial need complete range of customized steam turbines for
all kinds of extraction
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